
Tim Dwyer <rfspectrum@gmail.com>

3 messages

tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com <tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com> Mon, Mar 8, 2010 at 4:05 PM
To: Jenny.Jo@sgs.com
Cc: tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com, feel.jeong@sgs.com, lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com, claire.hoque@ccsemc.com

Dear Jenny,

Review of this application is complete.   Please reply to the following items.

Q1:  To accomplish this C2PC, please submit a copy of the host product user manual showing the RF exposure information provided
to the user.

Q2:  The internal photos submitted appear to have changes and additional components different from the previous applications.
 Please provide a revised C2PC letter describing the changes on the board and confirm that no changes have been made which are
prohibited by 2.1043.

Q3: Please provide revised schematic and block diagram to be consistent with the revisions in Q2, or provide a statement in the
C2PC letter confirming that the exhibits have not changed.

Q4: If any submitted exhibits require confidentiality, please submit a confidentiality request letter.

Q5: The previous applications under this FCCID were Modular Type: Single Modular. In this application, the modular letter has been
submitted requesting Modular Type: Limited Single Modular.  Please confirm that this is correct.

Q6: Please submit an antenna exhibit for the antenna used in this filing.

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide
the requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee.
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. Any questions about the content of
this correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender.

Best regards,

Tim Dwyer
Technical Reviewer
UL-CCS

Jo, Jenny (Gunpo) <Jenny.Jo@sgs.com> Tue, Mar 9, 2010 at 4:34 AM
To: "tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com" <tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com>
Cc: "Jeong, Feel (Gunpo)" <Feel.Jeong@sgs.com>, "lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com" <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>, "claire.hoque@ccsemc.com"
<claire.hoque@ccsemc.com>

Dear Tim

 

Thank you for your email.

 



I added comment after your inquires and attached document.

 

Many thanks. 

Jenny Jo(Ms)/조찬화

 

GSM Lab/Wireless Division

 

-----Original Message-----
From: tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com [mailto:tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 6:06 AM
To: Jo, Jenny (Gunpo)
Cc: tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com; Jeong, Feel (Gunpo); lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com; claire.hoque@ccsemc.com
Subject: Telit Communications S.p.A., FCC ID: RI7CC864-DUAL, Assessment NO.: AN10T0152, Notice#1

 

Dear Jenny,

 

Review of this application is complete.   Please reply to the following items.

 

Q1:  To accomplish this C2PC, please submit a copy of the host product user manual showing the RF
exposure information provided to the user. --> Please find attachment.

 

Q2:  The internal photos submitted appear to have changes and additional components different
from the previous applications.  Please provide a revised C2PC letter describing the changes on
the board and confirm that no changes have been made which are prohibited by 2.1043. à We found no
difference between previous one. But we also asked confirmation to the client. I will let you know.

 

Q3: Please provide revised schematic and block diagram to be consistent with the revisions in Q2,
or provide a statement in the C2PC letter confirming that the exhibits have not changed.

 

Q4: If any submitted exhibits require confidentiality, please submit a confidentiality request
letter. à It doesn’t need confidential condition.

 

Q5: The previous applications under this FCCID were Modular Type: Single Modular. In this
application, the modular letter has been submitted requesting Modular Type: Limited Single
Modular.  Please confirm that this is correct. à Single Modular as previous application. 

 

Q6: Please submit an antenna exhibit for the antenna used in this filing. à Please find attached antenna
sheet.  

 

 

 

 

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also,



please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. Any
questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address
listed below the name of the sender.

 

 

Best regards,

 

 

Tim Dwyer

Technical Reviewer

UL-CCS

 

 

Information in this email and any attachments is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is
addressed or otherwise directed. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do
not necessarily represent those of the Company. Finally, the recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence
of viruses. The Company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. All SGS services are
rendered in accordance with the applicable SGS conditions of service available on request and accessible at http://www.sgs.com
/terms_and_conditions.htm

2 attachments

Antenna_800&1900.pdf
61K

Leica_GS10_GS15_UserManual.pdf
1994K

Tim Dwyer <tim.dwyer@ccsemc.com> Tue, Mar 9, 2010 at 4:45 PM
To: "Jo, Jenny (Gunpo)" <Jenny.Jo@sgs.com>
Cc: "Jeong, Feel (Gunpo)" <Feel.Jeong@sgs.com>, "lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com" <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>, "claire.hoque@ccsemc.com"
<claire.hoque@ccsemc.com>

Dear Jenny,

Thank you for your reply.   The answers for Q1,  Q4, Q5, Q6 are acceptable.  For Q2 and Q3 I checked again and see that the
change occurred between the 20080715 and 20090804 C2PC applications. I was looking at 20080715 internal photos, so please
disregard Q2 and Q3.

The review is complete and I will forward for certification shortly.

Best regards,

Tim Dwyer
Technical Reviewer
UL-CCS

2010/3/9 Jo, Jenny (Gunpo) <Jenny.Jo@sgs.com>
[Quoted text hidden]

--
Tim Dwyer
Quasi-Peak Wireless



766 Pucker Street
Coventry, CT 06238 USA
(860) 558-1791
email: tdwyer@quasi-peak.com
           timothy_dwyer@ieee.org
web:    www.quasi-peak.com


